


can largely be mitigated by running all 

software within the chroot as a non-root 

user and removing any potentially un-

safe setuid binaries that run as root or 

with otherwise elevated privileges.

On RPM- and Debian DPKG-based sys-

tems, building a chroot environment is 

relatively easy. Some people will accuse 

me of being RPM-centric, and they’d be 

correct – I started with Slackware 1.0, 

but I switched after seeing Red Hat 3.0.3 

and have been using Red Hat and 

Cent OS ever since. 

Also, Debian has documented the pro-

cess of building a chroot environment 

properly, so I do not need to repeat it 

here [9].

To build a complete chroot environ-

ment, you need several basic items:

       
as /dev/ and /proc/ (so that things like 

ps will work);

      
run the software you want to test; and,

       
update software within the chroot, 

which is especially important if you 

want to use the chroot as a production 

environment to compartmentalize 

software).

Here, I use / chroot as the chroot base 

 directory. As root, execute:

# mkdir /chroot

# mkdir /chroot/proc

# mkdir /chroot/dev

# mount -t proc 

proc /chroot/proc

# /sbin/MAKEDEV generic -D 

/chroot/dev -d /chroot/dev

Installing the release package (e.g., cent-

os-release, redhat-release) into the chroot 

will let yum work:

# rpm -Uvh --nodeps 

--root=/chroot/ 

centos-release-5-1.0.el5.

centos.1.x86_64.rpm

The RPM also installs the software into 

the chroot, but yum will handle depen-

dencies and make things much simpler:

# yum --installroot=/chroot/

install bash yum vim-minimal

At a minimum, I recommend a shell 

(bash), yum to install software, and the 

vim editor to modify files in the chroot.

If you want to access the network from 

within the chroot, you need a resolv.conf 

file (lets applications know where your 

DNS servers are to be found) and:

# mkdir /chroot/etc/

# mkdir /chroot/etc/sysconfig

# cp /etc/resolv.conf 

/chroot/etc/

# cp /etc/sysconfig/network 

/chroot/etc/sysconfig/

At this point, you’ll be able to access the 

chroot with a command such as $ chroot 

/chroot/  bash, which will chroot you into 

the / chroot/  directory and execute bash 

from within it.

As I mentioned, chroot is not an inher-

ently secure method for isolating appli-

cations. By not logging into the chroot 

as a privileged user such as root, and by 

removing any setuid and setgid binaries 

that run with elevated privileges, you 

can ensure that nothing runs as root 

within the chroot environment:

# find / -type f -perm +6000

Sandboxing is now easier than ever and 

its benefits have never been more impor-

tant. Isolating badly written web appli-

cations from the underlying operating 

system or letting an administrator install 

a program without affecting the system 

can save both time and money. Like any-

thing, prevention and foresight can sig-

nificantly reduce the amount of work 

needed to maintain and fix a system long 

term, and sandboxing offers a practical 

tool to accomplish this.  p
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INFO

01  # vmware-mount.pl -p Centos.

vmdk

02  

03  Nr      Start       Size Type 

Id System

04  -- ---------- ---------- ---- 

-- ------------------------

05   1         63     208782 BIOS 

83 Linux

06   2     208845     530145 BIOS 

82 Linux swap

07   3     738990   20225835 BIOS 

83 Linux

08  

09  # vmware-mount.pl Centos.vmdk 

3 /mnt/vmware/

10  

11  # df

12  Filesystem           1K-blocks      

Used Available Use% Mounted on

13  /dev/nb0               9796164   

2548372   6742148  28% /mnt/

vmware

Listing 1: Mount the Disk 
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